Are Media Solus eDMs provide advertisers with the opportunity to
align with our premium brands and reach active email audiences.
Designed specifically for targeted and offer-led marketing messages, Solus eDMs
are the perfect channel for advertisers to send exclusive offers, discount coupons
or competition promotions directly to the inbox of potential customers.

Creative Production
Solus eDMs require a mandatory creative production charge for the Are Media
Creative Studio to build a responsive design.
A responsive design ensures the EDM creative is adaptive to the device the email
is viewed on such as mobile phones and tablets.
Flat image Solus eDMs have accessibility issues as the font size does not adjust,
making the copy difficult to read on mobile phones. This leads to poor engagement
and response as well as high volumes of spam alerts and unsubscribes.

The following information must be supplied a minimum of 10 business days prior to the scheduled send date.
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*Solus eDMs are subject to editorial approval, therefore the subject line and headline copy may be altered to
suit the brand tone. The creative production charge for Solus eDMs includes one round of client feedback.
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1. Subject line:* Maximum 6 words. Must be short, compelling and suitable to the brand.
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2. Logo: Transparent png.
3. Headline:* Maximum 10 words. Must feature a clear offer-led reader benefit and provide a clear CTA.
4. Sub heading copy:* Maximum 15 words. A brief description or introduction.
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5. Hero image: High res jpeg (landscape or square orientation). A lifestyle image is preferred. The Hero
Images must be one single image and cannot include collages or images with over-layered text or logos.

NB: Animated GIFs require an additional creative production charge, which must be quoted and charged
separately at time of booking.
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7. Call to action and click-through URL: CTA button copy is a maximum 2 words. (i.e. Shop Now, Discover
More, Enter now, etc.) Ensure the click-through URL is associated with creative and copy. (i.e. Offer landing
page, sale page, competition entry page, etc.)
8. Product images, captions & URLs: Only required if applicable for long- form Solus eDMs. Maximum 4 x
high res jpegs (square orientation) plus maximum 30 words per caption. Maximum 4 x product page links.
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6. Body copy:* Maximum 50 words. Where possible, should be targeted / personalised to brand (e.g.
Exclusive offer for BHG readers).

9. Terms & Conditions: Only required if applicable. (E.g. Offer end dates for sale periods, competition entry
conditions, etc.)
Tracking
Approved vendors third party impression and click tracking tags are also accepted.
The impression tracker cannot redirect to another vendor’s pixel URL i.e. to a survey pixel.
SSL Compliance
All ads must be secure and SSL compliant

